Dear Authors,

We have the pleasure of introducing the second issue of the Journal of Humanities and Social Sciences Studies (JHSSS) to you. We are glad to inform you that JHSSS has accomplished a good international academic recognition and concern over the past weeks. Here is some information we would like to share with you: JHSSS has been recognized and indexed by CiteFactor, International Journal Impact Factor, Google Scholar, Directory of Research Journal Indexing (DRJI), Elektronische Zeitschriftenbibliothek (EZB), bepress, and Mendeley.

Moreover, we are so happy to break the news that JHSSS’s team now consists of more than fifteen of distinguished academic scholars from all around the globe, and they are specialized in all Humanities and Social Sciences areas. This good start bodes well not only for JHSSS and our readers, but also for learners of Humanities and Social Sciences all over the world.

Kind regards
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